
 

 

 

 

BREAKING NEWS Special Message from 
the LPPC Health & Safety Committee   

 

May 14, 2020 

Dear LPPC friends,  

In her Press Conference on Wednesday, May 13, NM Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham announced new policies – to begin this 
Saturday, May 16 – signaling the state’s entry into Phase I of New 
Mexico’s gradual restarting of limited businesses and services, 
subject to specific health and safety requirements.  

This information is significant enough to send you a dedicated HSC 
message, containing only this new information. The Press Release 
is available at https://cv.nmhealth.org/2020/05/13/stay-at-home-
order-extended/.  Please see additional details in the slides here: 
  (https://www.governor.state.nm.us/may-13th-covid-19-press-
conference-graphics/) .    

What does this mean for us at LPPC?   

·         Although the Governor’s announcements indicate that NM 
will begin to allow houses of worship to hold meetings at less than 
10% occupancy, the Governor’s guidance still strongly 
recommends that everyone – and especially vulnerable populations 
- remain at home except for absolute necessities.  We strongly 
agree with the latter guidance.  In other words, being allowed to do 
something by law does not mean that we should do it. 

·         PCUSA and the Santa Fe Presbytery have been thoughtful 
and proactive in planning for how our churches can safely 
approach re-entry into faith-based activities.  They recommend that 
re-entry to normal faith-based activities - such as worshipping 
together in person or having other church group (committees, 
small-group meetings, fellowships, etc) – is still not safe or 

 



responsible at this time. 

·         The LPPC Health and Safety Committee (HSC) meets 
weekly to closely monitor guidance from health officials and our 
Presbyterian leadership at all levels.  We are working together with 
the Session and Pastors to assure that our decisions and plans 
with regard to activities is as balanced, safe, and responsible.  Our 
timeline is difficult to predict at the moment, but we will continue to 
share all pertinent information with our members as decisions are 
made.  We so appreciate your patience, support of each other and 
the LPPC community, and love as we move forward.   

 

 

 

   

 


